1. Title: An introduction to Buddhist philosophy  
LCSH: Buddhist philosophy—Textbooks  
Answer: 181.043  

2. Title: (Mis)representing Islam: the racism and rhetoric of British broadsheet newspapers  
LCSH: Islam—Press coverage—Great Britain  
LCSH: Journalism—Objectivity—Great Britain  
LCSH: Journalism—Political aspects—Great Britain  
Answer: 070.4492970941  
(Newspapers at 070.172; however, 070.1, “For specific topics of journalism in specific media, see 070.4”; add instruction at 070.449)

3. Title: Najlepsza książka na świecie [presents a variety of world records, strange historical anomalies, and unbelievable true stories, including facts about human achievement, the animal world, and our planet and solar system]  
LCSH: Curiosities and wonders [See reference from Miscellaneous facts]  
LCSH: Polish language materials  
Answer: 037.8502  
(Add 02 from add table under 031–039, following add instruction in footnote)

4. Title: Nelson’s complete concordance of the Revised Standard version Bible  
LCSH: Bible—Concordances, English—Revised Standard  
Answer: 220.520423  
(Add table under 220.5201–220.5209; displaced standard subdivision)

5. Title: The reference encounter: Interpersonal communication in the academic library  
LCSH: Academic libraries—Reference services—United States  
LCSH: Communication in library science—United States  
Answer: 025.527770973  
(Preference table at 020; add instruction at 025.527; standard subdivision T1—09 + T2 notation for United States)
6. Title: Counseling depressed women  
LCSH: Depressed persons—Pastoral counseling of  
LCSH: Women—Pastoral counseling of  
LCSH: Depression, Mental—Religious aspects—Christianity  
LCSH: Depression in women  
Answer: 259.425  
(253.5 Counseling and spiritual direction, “Class pastoral counseling, spiritual direction of specific groups of people in 259”; 259.087, “Do not use for people with disabilities and illnesses; class in 259.4” [accords also with rule of zero; add instruction at 259.4; addition of standard subdivision not permitted because depression in standing room at 362.25])

7. Title: Merchants of doubt: How a handful of scientists obscured the truth on issues from tobacco smoke to global warming  
LCSH: Scientists—Professional ethics  
LCSH: Science news—Moral and ethical aspects  
LCSH: Democracy and science  
Answer: 174.95  
(Add instruction at 174.9)

8. Title: Web usability: A user-centered design approach  
LCSH: Web sites—Design  
LCSH: User interfaces (Computer systems)  
Answer: 006.7019  
(Notation 019 from Table 1 as modified at 004.019)

9. Title: Jainism: Non-violence & vegetarianism  
LCSH: Vegetarianism—Religious aspects—Jainism  
Answer: 294.45693  
(Add instruction in add table under 290; add instruction at 205.6)

10. Title: Knowing and remembering in young children  
LCSH: Memory in children—Congresses  
LCSH: Cognition in children—Congresses  
Answer: 155.423312  
(Preference table at 150; add instructions at 155.423 and 155:3 [i.e., 3 in the add table under 155]; there is no standard subdivision to express Congresses)
Exercises for 000, 100, 200: No answers

1. Title: An introduction to Buddhist philosophy
   LCSH: Buddhist philosophy—Textbooks
   Answer:

2. Title: (Mis)representing Islam: the racism and rhetoric of British broadsheet newspapers
   LCSH: Islam—Press coverage—Great Britain
   LCSH: Journalism—Objectivity—Great Britain
   LCSH: Journalism—Political aspects—Great Britain
   Answer:

3. Title: Najlepsza książka na świecie [presents a variety of world records, strange historical anomalies, and unbelievable true stories, including facts about human achievement, the animal world, and our planet and solar system]
   LCSH: Curiosities and wonders [See reference from Miscellaneous facts]
   LCSH: Polish language materials
   Answer:

4. Title: Nelson's complete concordance of the Revised Standard version Bible
   LCSH: Bible—Concordances, English—Revised Standard
   Answer:

5. Title: The reference encounter: Interpersonal communication in the academic library
   LCSH: Academic libraries—Reference services—United States
   LCSH: Communication in library science—United States
   Answer:

6. Title: Counseling depressed women
   LCSH: Depressed persons—Pastoral counseling of
   LCSH: Women—Pastoral counseling of
   LCSH: Depression, Mental—Religious aspects—Christianity
   LCSH: Depression in women
   Answer:
7. Title: Merchants of doubt: How a handful of scientists obscured the truth on issues from tobacco smoke to global warming
   LCSH: Scientists—Professional ethics
   LCSH: Science news—Moral and ethical aspects
   LCSH: Democracy and science
   Answer:

8. Title: Web usability: A user-centered design approach
   LCSH: Web sites—Design
   LCSH: User interfaces (Computer systems)
   Answer:

9. Title: Jainism: Non-violence & vegetarianism
   LCSH: Vegetarianism—Religious aspects—Jainism
   Answer:

10. Title: Knowing and remembering in young children
    LCSH: Memory in children—Congresses
    LCSH: Cognition in children—Congresses
    Answer: